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SYNTHETIC GUARDED DOMAIN THEORY

a new kind of domain theory ,
taking place in the internal language of a topos %

,based on a modality for stratification or approximation:"later modality
"

← :& >&1- t & f- Vf : ☒✗⇒× .

( "guarded fixed point
property

")
next :L >→

II. f- :X .

f- (next✗f) =f-
Kib induction

• m ~

B. is a dependent applicative functor.



APPROXIMATION IN SGDT

Every object ✗c- & is a
"
ticker tape

"

of approximations :

✗=
The later modality

"rotates
"

this ticker tape
to decrease precision

.

Then next is the transition map

%:*, "*a.ii. ⇔...

that forgets precision .
The fixed point principle justified when



GVARDEDR-t-URETYP.JP
eeall that recursive types are fixed points ✗IF✗ that simultaneously
carry the structure of the initial algebra FX

~

>✗ and the terminal

coalgebra ✗~> FX . Also called free algebras .

Let % c-& be a universe . The f.p. principle implies free algebras for any
Fill >U such that U

F
>U •

"¥¥gg* .
EXAMPLE . (GUARDED STREAMS] Choose F ✗ = 2 × EX ; Then we have a

8g
free algebra 2.✗ ☆8g

~
>8g . TAIL FUNCTION MUST LOSE PRECISION :

tailg : 5g >•8g •



Guarded streams are not the same as ordinary streams :

⇔ e-☐ STREAMS "' """"

§;÷¥.¥¥Fs+rX= 2×11 I
~

> 2×9
9

final Got free!) coalgebra

With streams we have projections nth : 8⇒ IN⇒2; with guarded streams we
have only approximate projections nthg : 8g ⇒ 17*92 .

NHN

Guarded streams advantageous because total functions § >§ are easily
programmed using f.p . principle without

brittle syntactic checks .

How to adapt to (unguarded) stream programming ?



MULTICLOCK GUARDED RECURSION

A-they@ McBride proposed parameterizing the later modality in an abstract
collection of "clocks" 1K :

Bo : 81m¢
-

> 8/Mx-

Then
, taking a dependent product over 1K "

removes
"

the later modality :

(%in%A)= *
A)

So if 1K is connected, we may recover stream types from guarded stream types :

Sj _=2×☐•r8j (7*8)=-5



TOPOS MODELS OF CLOCKS

A&M defined a programming language rather than a categorical semantics.

Subsequently , Bizjan E.Molgelberg and Sterling G Harper developed
satisfactory /but very complex/concrete models of clocks in presheaf topoi.

OUR CONTRIBUTION
:

a universal property for the process that adds clocks
to a topos model of SGDT in the bicategory of
bounded topoi and geometric morphisms overan arbitrary
base elementary topos B w/ n.nu .



Theorem
.The Bizjah-Molgelberg topos BM is the partial product P in

/ Iti p
of the universal Etale geometric morphism IP with the topos of trees w^

,

It
i.e. the lower bagtopos BM=Bag (G) .

Eco[
Vickers

; Johnstone

Corollary. A geometric morphism ✗↳BM is given by exactly
1) an object KEX ,

and

2) a K- indexed filler on the poset w . EO



MAIN RESULT :

Let B be an elementary topos w/ n.n.io and let 8 be a
bounded topos over B carrying the structure of a model of SGDT .

Then Bag (G) = Ppg is a bounded topos model of multiclock SGDT
up

over B.

Other results :

* useful constructive generalization of the results of Birkedal Eat . (First Steps inSGDT)
to the relative bounded topos theory over any base topos w/ an_◦ i
* closure of SGDT models under internal presheaves and left exact

localization
.


